Alzheimer's disease, neural stem cells and neurogenesis: cellular phase at single-cell level The Dilemma of Alzheimer's Disease
Alzheimer disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegeneration that affects millions of people worldwide, yet has no effective treatment. Two major hallmarks of AD are amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles formed by amyloid-beta42 (Aβ 42 ) and microtubule-associated protein Tau, respectively (Lewis et al., 2000; Carter and Lippa, 2001; Hardy and Selkoe, 2002; Iqbal et al., 2005; Selkoe and Hardy, 2016) . Widely articulated amyloid cascade hypothesis postulated that Aβ 42 is the initiator of AD pathology, while subsequent inflammation and aggregation of Tau exacerbates the progression of the disease (Selkoe and Hardy, 2016) . Based on amyloid cascade hypothesis, many clinical campaigns aimed at decreasing the production of Aβ 42 or increasing its clearance (Ji et al., 2001; Tanzi et al., 2004; Schneider et al., 2014; Wisniewski and Goni, 2015) . Several of the drugs or immunization protocols against amyloid were indeed able to clear Aβ in human brains but did not lead to cognitive improvement (Cummings et al., 2016; Mehta et al., 2017; Nicoll et al., 2019) . A heated debate over the validity of amyloid toxicity hypothesis is prevailing. For us, it is a plausible hypothesis that Aβ 42 might constitute an early pathogenic mechanism that initiates the disease at an age when we still cannot diagnose the pathology (De Strooper and Karran, 2016; Selkoe, 2019) . More proximal mechanisms such as tau pathology, chronic inflammation and involvement of other cell types (e.g., neural stem cells (NSCs), oligodendrocytes and vascular components) might kick in later, potentiate the cellular phase of the disease, and cause the actual onset-related symptoms such as synaptic degeneration (Heneka et al., 2015; De Strooper and Karran, 2016; Dzamba et al., 2016; Tincer et al., 2016) . Bibliography was searched in public database PubMed (www. pubmed.gov). The search was performed between May 2019 and August 2019.
Is Reduced Neurogenesis a Cause for Alzheimer's Disease?
Regardless of how the disease starts and progresses, concrete cellular pathologies are widely observed in AD patients, such as the synaptic degeneration, chronic inflammation, vascular changes, reduced NSC plasticity and neurogenesis . Here, we would like to emphasize the neurogenesis aspect, which is still quite controversial as to whether it could be a potential intervention step towards the treatment of AD Choi and Tanzi, 2019) . It is a simple hypothesis that if neurons die in AD, and if we bring these cells back, we may restore the cognitive capacity (Ziabreva et al., 2006; Rodriguez and Verkhratsky, 2011) . However, the reality is admittedly more complicated. Does neurogenesis take place in adult human brains and whether it is related to cognitive ability? Even if there is neurogenesis, can human brains form the neuronal types that are affected Abstract Alzheimer's disease cannot be cured as of yet. Our current understanding on the causes of Alzheimer's disease is limited. To develop treatments, experimental models that represent a particular cellular phase of the disease and more rigorous scrutiny of the cellular pathological mechanisms are crucial. In recent years, Alzheimer's disease research underwent a paradigm shift. According to this tendency, Alzheimer's disease is increasingly being conceived of a disease where not only neurons but also multiple cell types synchronously partake to manifest the pathology. Knowledge on every cell type adds an alternative approach and hope for the efforts towards the treatment. Neural stem cells and their neurogenic ability are making an appearance as a new aspect of the disease manifestation based on the recent findings that neurogenesis reduces dramatically in Alzheimer's disease patients compared to healthy individuals. Therefore, understanding how neural stem cells can form new neurons in Alzheimer's disease brains holds an immense potential for clinics. However, this provocative idea requires further evidence and tools for investigation. Recently, single cell sequencing appeared as a revolutionary tool to understand cellular programs in unprecedented resolution and it will undoubtedly facilitate comprehensive investigation of different cell types in Alzheimer's disease. In this mini-review, we will touch upon recent studies that use single cell sequencing for investigating cellular response in Alzheimer's disease and some consideration pertaining to the utilization of neural regeneration for Alzheimer's disease research.
by AD, as the hippocampal neurogenesis can generate only a certain subset of neurons? Can human NSCs be made proliferative without causing tumors and can proliferating NSCs be directed into appropriate neuronal fates? What will be the functional consequence of forming new circuitries with new neurons in human brains? These questions clearly stem from valid skepticism; yet, we cannot know without trying whether the answers will be failure or success.
In humans, the adult neurogenesis has been challenged recently (Arellano et al., 2018; Paredes et al., 2018; Sorrells et al., 2018) ; yet, several studies proposed that human brains generate new neurons (Boldrini et al., 2018; Kempermann et al., 2018; Lima and Gomes-Leal, 2019; Moreno-Jimenez et al., 2019; Tobin et al., 2019) , neurogenesis reduces dramatically in AD patients (Moreno-Jimenez et al., 2019; Tobin et al., 2019) , and increased neurogenesis in animal models and humanized three-dimensional systems of AD can counteract the pathological outcomes Choi et al., 2016 Choi et al., , 2018 Papadimitriou et al., 2018) . These studies propose that malfunctioning neurogenesis in the brain could be one of the causes of complex neurodegenerative diseases and might lead to cognitive decline. Therefore, restoring the neurogenesis by increasing the proliferation and neurogenic outcome of NSCs would be worth to investigate as alternative therapeutic interventions.
Single-Cell Sequencing: a Game Changer
Investigation of individual cell types and their involvement in manifestation of the complex symptoms of AD is an interesting route for research, and this path is facilitated by recent developments in single cell sequencing technology that uncovers the previously unknown heterogeneity and molecular response of various cell populations during the course of AD (Figure 1) . For instance, the response of the immune system to AD has been widely studied at singe cell resolution (Keren-Shaul et al., 2017; Mathys et al., 2017; Sala Frigerio et al., 2019) . Keren-Shaul et al. (2017) found that the transition from homeostatic state to a new microglia state, disease-associated microglia, was achieved sequentially through Trem2-dependent and Trem2-independent pathways. In an-other study, the transition between microglial states during the progression of the disease was investigated using CK-p25 mouse model and transcriptional profiling (Mathys et al., 2017) . During the initial stages of microglial response, the genes associated with cell proliferation are over-expressed; as microglia incorporated EdU and increased their numbers in the hippocampus. In the mid and late stage, interferon signaling is activated in the hippocampus. This finding is similar to another study (Sala Frigerio et al., 2019) , where a cell type called "activated response microglia" in the hippocampus and the cortex of the mouse brains with AD was defined. This work proposed that the response in activated response microglias constitute a converging point for AD risk factors (Sala Frigerio et al., 2019) .
The single-cell sequencing datasets of microglia further delineate the transition of microglial states in temporal conjunction with the progression of neurodegeneration in the animal models used. The two important conclusion from these studies are (1) the mechanisms of the activation of microglia, and stage-specific subsets of microglia during neurodegeneration are independent of the used mouse models, (2) microglial dynamics and gene expression profiles could be used to choose whether an experimental model is realistically reminiscent of human AD. A detailed comparison between microglial activation states can give further clues on the molecular mechanisms of microglial activation and its involvement in the disease progression in various models that are representing quite diverse pathological aspects of AD.
A recent study used single-nucleus RNA-Seq for the first time to comprehensively analyze gene expression in post-mortem human cells from the frontal cortex of AD and non-AD males and females (Mathys et al., 2019) . This study opens a new but more comprehensive way to look AD. First of all, compared to bulk RNA-seq that use a mixture of cells, the single-nucleus RNA-Seq can detect the gene expression differences at single-cell with a higher resolution. Moreover, by comparing the AD patients to age and sex matched controls, it has been shown that disease-associated transcriptional changes at early stages of AD are cell type specific. However, the transcriptional changes at late stages of AD were common across cell types and mainly represent the global stress response.
Neural Regeneration: Can It Counteract Alzheimer's Disease?
The studies from mouse and humans convincingly demonstrated that understanding the contribution of every subtype or physiological state of cells to the onset and progression of AD will help elucidate particular cellular contributions to the complex makeup of the disease. We believe that all possible aspect of AD must be considered and investigated on the road to therapies because various cell types, when malfunctioning, contribute to the exacerbation of AD symptoms in time. Neural stem cells and their neurogenic response is no exception to this statement (Gage and Temple, 2013; Kizil and Bhattarai, 2018; Tincer et al., 2016) . However, we see an inherent problem in pursuing the ways to "regenerate" a neural circuit in an organism (e.g., mouse or human) where regeneration is historically defined as "poor" (Goss, 1991; Tanaka and Ferretti, 2009) . Maybe understanding how nature endowed some animals to efficiently regenerate neurons through neural stem cell plasticity could help us to decipher candidate mechanisms by which we may tweak mammalian brains to boost regenerative outcome. Definitely, this provocative hypothesis requires experimental models that would (1) mimic some particular pathological symptoms of AD, (2) react to those pathologies with increased neural stem cell plasticity and neurogenesis, and (3) provide developed molecular biology and genetic tools. We believe that the teleost zebrafish offers an excellent opportunity to tackle the NSC response to AD and can furnish us with natural candidates by which we might develop "regenerative" strategies or identify novel drug targets for humans. Recently, we generated a zebrafish model of amyloid toxicity where cell death, synaptic degeneration, inflammation and cognitive decline were observed after aggregation of human Aβ 42 . This model was also used successfully to validate the efficacy of the drugs that counteract the decline in synaptic integrity . A neuroinflammatory crosstalk mediated by interleukin-4 enhanced the neurogenic outcome independent of aging (Bhattarai et al., 2017) . This mechanism is sufficient to restore neurogenic ability of human NSCs in a three-dimensional culture of amyloid toxicity model (Papadimitriou et al., 2018) . We used this zebrafish amyloid toxicity model to further analyze the NSC response at single-cell level , and observed that only particular subtypes of NSCs respond to amyloid toxicity and can form new neurons by activating certain cellular interactions that do not prevail in homeostatic conditions. This single cell sequencing approach also helped to design hypothesis that helped elucidating the role of individual cell types in various diseases such as epilepsy (Diaz Verdugo et al., 2019) . These findings suggest that uncovering novel mechanisms in experimental models such as zebrafish can be used as a starting point to study the cellular phase of AD.
Stem-cell heterogeneity in mouse hippocampus (Shin et al., 2015) and sub-ventricular zone (Dulken et al., 2017; Llorens-Bobadilla et al., 2015) were studied; however, the NSC response in AD in mouse and human at single-cell resolution was not investigated in detail. As specific cells respond to amyloid toxicity in zebrafish, it would be interesting to search the "responsive" stem cells in mouse and human. A recent study also supports the importance of finding the homologous cell types in different model organisms to elucidate the universal role of a particular cell type (Hodge et al. 2019 ). An intriguing question is whether the "regenerative" zebrafish NSCs also exist in humans and whether the molecular programs underlying the regenerative response of zebrafish cells could coax the non-regenerative NSCs into neurogenic state. There are clearly many stages where this approach may fail, but what if it does not?
